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Abstract

Remote penetration testing can have significant advantages over on-site tests but some types of testing require a physical presence. However, having testers on-premise may increase costs, duration, and difficulty. Penetration testing "drop boxes" can provide the physical connectivity needed while allowing the testing team to work off-site. These drop boxes can be built with readily available hardware such as Raspberry Pi. When paired with Kali Linux and a few helpful scripts, the drop box becomes a viable alternative to onsite testing for many use-cases. Such drop boxes are available for purchase, but a pen tester can build their own in less than a day that connects to a cloud server for maximum flexibility. These custom boxes are less expensive, offer the opportunity to learn new skills, can be customized to get around challenging connectivity issues, and built to fit specific use-cases.
Introduction

Some tasks in a security penetration test require a physical presence on the network. Some networks are logically segmented or physically isolated. In other cases, the type of testing mandates close proximity. For example, Wi-Fi testing typically requires the tester to be within approximately 125 to 235 feet (Mitchell, 2019). Network protocol analysis requires a network adapter connected to the network under study. Remote connections made via Network Address Translation (NAT) can frustrate techniques that require hosts to connect back to the test host (Corelan Team, 2014).

Traditionally, security penetration testers may have traveled to the customer's site. Once onsite, the tester can connect to the appropriate network. However, there are several drawbacks to testing on-premise. Travel increases overhead expense and engagement time without equivalent added value. Also, time away from home and offsite work may burden employees. Extraordinary events like COVID-19 make travel even more unpalatable (National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD), Division of Viral Diseases, 2020).

In many cases, the penetration tester can have the best of both worlds: perform the test remotely while having a physical presence on the customer network. A penetration testing platform deployed to the customer network and accessible by a remote penetration tester could solve this issue (Tomaschik, Raspberry Pi as a Penetration Testing Implant (Dropbox), 2020). Once the "drop box" is placed where needed, the penetration tester can login remotely; potentially from anywhere. There are other benefits as well. The penetration tester can learn new skills in building the rig themselves and increase the flexibility of their service offerings by having the additional options provided by one or more drop boxes.

The pen test equipment needed depends on the type of pen test. Flexibility is important. A drop box must meet several requirements.

- Reasonably inexpensive since the unit may be damaged or lost
- Reliable. Issues during an engagement would be highly disruptive
- Easy to acquire and build
• The software should have a license model that does not frustrate efforts

• The operating system should be designed for penetration testing and let the pen
tester install additional software on the fly

• Flexible network connectivity. The pen tester may connect directly to the
Raspberry Pi. Alternatively, the drop box might connect out to an intermediate
server shared by the penetration tester.

• Powerful enough to run resource intensive processes like vulnerability scanning

Multiple platforms have the potential to meet these requirements (Heath, 2019).
One such platform is Raspberry Pi 4 B.

1. Hardware

Hardware is available separately or in kits. The drop box should have the
following components.

1.1. Raspberry Pi Board

The Raspberry Pi 4 provides a solid base. The 64-bit processor, optional 8 GB of
Random-Access Memory (RAM), and on-board Wi-Fi radio (Raspberry Pi, n.d.) can run
Kali 64-bit OS (Kali Linux, n.d.), support wireless penetration testing natively, and run
vulnerability scanners (Tenable, Inc., n.d.). The Pi also enjoys significant community
support as a penetration testing platform (@dievus, 2020) (Tomaschik, Raspberry Pi as a
Penetration Testing Implant (Dropbox), 2020) (EC-Council, 2020) and has several other
features that make it a flexible board. Alternatives to the Raspberry PI 4 include ODroid
and BeagleBone.

1.2. Case

The additional capabilities of the Raspberry Pi 4 over predecessors generates
more heat (Anderson, 2019). An aluminum case helps the Pi run at lower temperatures
(Halfacree, Group test: Best Raspberry Pi 4 thermal cases tested and ranked, 2020).
Besides temperature control and ventilation, the best cases for penetration tests are
inconspicuous so they are less likely to be disturbed during testing. The stark black
aluminum case (Vilros, n.d.) from Vilros was tested in a lab and in the field with good results.

1.3. Power Supply

The Raspberry Pi 4 requires a 3 Amp power supply\(^1\) (Raspberry Pi, n.d.) or Power over Ethernet (PoE). Unlike previous models that use micro-USB, the Pi 4 uses USB-C style power input.

1.4. SD Cards

The read-write speed of SD Cards is measured by class. Classes 2,4,6 and 10 are progressively faster. There are also even faster Ultra-High Speed (UHS) cards rated U1 or U3. The respective symbols look like the letter "U" with a 1 or 3 inside (Carr, 2018).

![Figure 1: Symbols for SD Card speed ratings (Hoffman, 2017)](image)

Ultra-High Speed (UHS) cards performed well in testing with the Pi 4. However, testing showed some brands to be more reliable than others. While there are almost certainly other cards that will work as well, the Samsung EVO Select (Amazon.com, n.d.) performed best. Speeds were adequate with no failures in the lab or field. The 64 GB size has a balance of low-price and high-capacity but a 128 GB card was less than $19.00 at the time of this writing (Amazon.com, n.d.).

Two cards should be purchased; one 64 - 128 GB card for Kali and a card for Raspberry Pi OS\(^2\) (Raspberry Pi, n.d.). Raspberry Pi OS is only needed to update the EEPROM. No other operating system should be used to perform the update (Chambers, 2020). The SD card for Raspberry Pi OS can be smaller. The smallest Samsung EVO

---

\(^1\) The R-Pi4 can run on 2.5 Amps as long as no peripherals are plugged into the USB or GPIO header (Raspberry Pi, n.d.)

\(^2\) Formerly Raspbian
Select was 32 GB at the time of this writing. The easiest way to maintain both operating systems is to install each OS on separate SD cards.

1.5. Cooling

The Pi 4 will experience reduced performance via "thermal throttling" if the heat generated by the system is not kept in check (Bate, 2019). A combination of a firmware update, case selection, heat sinks, and an onboard fan can control heat (Cook, 2019).

The Raspberry Pi Foundation has released a firmware update (Raspberry Pi, n.d.) that lowers the amount of electricity used and heat generated by the Pi 4 (Halfacree, 2019). The update is installed by following the EEPROM update process. Adding heat sinks to the System on Chip (SOC) and Random-Access Memory (RAM) chip further dissipates heat (Cook, 2019). Heat sinks are even more effective when combined with aluminum case equipped with a fan (Wu, 2019).

1.6. Kits

Two kits that included all recommended components except the SD card were tested.

1. Vilros Raspberry Pi 4 Basic Starter Kit (4GB, Black)
   a. Raspberry Pi 4 Model B 4 GB Ram
   b. Aluminum Alloy Case
   c. 2 Heat Sinks and Fan
   d. 3A USB-C Power Supply with On/Off Switch

2. CanaKit Raspberry Pi 4 4GB Starter Kit (4GB, Black)
   a. Raspberry Pi 4 Model B 4 GB Ram
   b. Plastic Case
   c. 2 Heat Sinks and Fan
   d. 3.5A USB-C Power Supply with On/Off Switch

Both kits were tested with the Samsung EVO Select 64 GB "Green" (Amazon.com, n.d.) SD cards. Each kit performed well and several factors that affect the buying decision are personal preferences. However, the Vilros kit was chosen because the

---

3 How to Update Bootloader EEPROM - Raspberry Pi -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6EUplRPF5s
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kit was reasonably priced at $85.00⁴, came with a nondescript aluminum case and minimized the number of unneeded accessories.

1.7. Optional Accessories

Some types of testing may require additional components. Two USB ports support Wireless, Bluetooth and other adapters. The radio onboard the Pi 4 worked well for basic Wi-Fi monitoring. An external Wi-Fi adapter may provide better range since there will be less interference from the case, the external adapter can use a more powerful radio and use an external antenna (Hackers Grid, n.d.).

The onboard radio works well for basic Wi-Fi monitoring. The `iwconfig` command lists the wireless interface (Figure 2).

```
$ iwconfig
wlan0  IEEE 802.11  ESSID:off/any
       Mode:Managed  Access Point: Not-Associated  Tx-Power=31 dBm
       Retry short limit:7  RTS thr:off  Fragment thr:off
       Power Management:on
eth0   no wireless extensions.
```

**Figure 2: Listing the wireless interface**

The interface is compatible with the Aircrack-NG suite. Basic Wi-Fi monitoring was tested by placing the interface into monitor mode using the `airmon-ng` tool. Command `sudo airmon-ng check` finds running processes that may interfere (Figure 3). These processes are stopped with `sudo airmon-ng check` (Figure 4). The interface is placed into monitor mode with `sudo airmon-ng` (Figure 5). The Airodump-NG tool uses the wlan0mon interface to list local Wi-Fi networks with command `sudo airodump-ng wlan0mon` (Figure 6).

---

⁴ July 10, 2020
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**Figure 3:** By default, Kali runs processes that can interfere with the operation of Aircrack-NG tools

```
$ sudo airmon-ng check
```

```
[sudo] password for kali:
Found 3 processes that could cause trouble.
Kill them using 'airmon-ng check kill' before putting the card in monitor mode, they will interfere by changing channels and sometimes putting the interface back in managed mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PID</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>dhclient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>NetworkManager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>wpa_supplicant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Figure 4:** `airmon-ng` can stop processes that interfere with Aircrack-NG tools

```
$ sudo airmon-ng check kill
```

```
Killing these processes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PID</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>dhclient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>wpa_supplicant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Figure 5:** The wlan0 interface is placed into monitor mode despite a warning message

```
$ sudo airmon-ng start wlan0
```

```
PHY Interface  Driver     Chipset
phy0 wlan0     brcmfmac   Broadcom 43430
```

```
(mac00211 monitor mode vif enabled for [phy0]wlan0 on [phy0]wlan0mon)
command failed: Unknown error 524 (-524)
(mac00211 station mode vif disabled for [phy0]wlan0)
```

**Figure 5:** The wlan0 interface is placed into monitor mode despite a warning message
2. Operating System

2.1. Raspberry Pi OS

As mentioned, Raspberry Pi OS is only needed to update the EEPROM. No other operating system should be used to perform the update (Chambers, 2020). Since SD Cards are relatively inexpensive, install Raspberry Pi OS on a separate SD Card from Kali Linux to avoid complications. Raspberry Pi OS can be set up with Raspberry Pi Imager (Raspberry Pi Foundation, n.d.).

2.1.1. Updating Raspberry Pi Firmware

Before using the Pi 4 for penetration testing, update the EEPROM as needed. Boot the Pi 4 to Raspberry Pi OS then check for available updates with command `sudo rpi-eeprom-update`. If an update is available, the output shows the latest version is higher than the current version (Figure 7). Install the update with `sudo rpi-eeprom-update -a`.

---

5 How to Install Raspberry OS on Raspberry Pi 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_myQfxe534

6 How to Update Bootloader EEPROM - Raspberry Pi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6EUplRPF5s
2.2. Kali Linux

Kali Linux is a good choice in a penetration testing operating system. Kali has the most common tools installed and configured (OffSec Services Limited, n.d.). Offensive Security updates packages frequently. Also, Offensive Security directly supports Kali on Pi (OffSec Services Limited, n.d.). Kali Linux 64-bit for Pi can be downloaded\(^7\) from Offensive Security and installed\(^8\) by copying the image to the SD card (Druin, 2020).

3. Configuration

3.1. Key-based authentication

Kali is best accessed remotely through Secure Shell (SSH) because SSH provides access to a secure command shell; the best method of interacting with Kali OS. SSH supports multiple types of authentication including passwords and key-based authentication. The Kali Pi image uses password-based authentication by default\(^9\), but public-key authentication is more secure (SSH Communications Security, Inc.).

With public-key authentication, the user authenticates with a private-key which is much harder to guess than an ordinary password. As long as the user passes the "-a" parameter when creating the key, the private-key is encrypted with the owner's password to protect the key sitting in the key file. Unlike a password, neither the private-key nor the key encryption password is transmitted over the network during login (Ylonen, 2006).

Private-keys have a corresponding public-key. The public- and private-key are related so that operations performed with one can only be undone with the other. The public-key is placed on any server that the private-key should authenticate into. This allows the server to challenge the client who is trying to authenticate without requiring

---

\(^7\) [https://images.kali.org/arm-images/kali-linux-2020.3-rpi3-nexmon-64.img.xz](https://images.kali.org/arm-images/kali-linux-2020.3-rpi3-nexmon-64.img.xz)

\(^8\) How to install Kali Linux on Raspberry Pi 4 - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQofad1fTz8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQofad1fTz8)

\(^9\) Username and password are "kali" (OffSec Services Limited)
the client to share the private key. Instead, the server encrypts a random secret with the public-key then insists the client use its private-key to decrypt that secret. If the client is able, the server knows the client has the private-key.

The key pair are created with the \texttt{ssh-keygen} tool using command \texttt{ssh-keygen -t <algorithm> -a <rounds key encryption> -f <name of key>}. This command is run on the client. Assuming we are setting up the first Ninja Pi, the key is created with the following command\footnote{How to Set Up SSH Key Authentication - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZSso17Hal8}.

\begin{verbatim}
ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -a 125 -f ./kali.ninja-pi-1.id_ed25519
\end{verbatim}

The public-key goes onto the system(s) that the user will log into with the private-key in the user's \texttt{authorized_keys} file (SSH.com, n.d.). The \texttt{ssh-copy-id} utility moves the public-key from the client to the server placing the public-key in the user's \texttt{authorized_keys} file. The \texttt{authorized_keys} file is located within the \texttt{home} directory in the \texttt{.ssh} folder. The public-key is moved to Kali with \texttt{ssh-copy-id -i <name of key> <username>@<IP address of Kali>}.

\begin{verbatim}
ssh-copy-id -i kali.ninja-pi-1.id_ed25519 kali@192.168.1.176
\end{verbatim}

Key-based authentication may not be enabled by default. To turn on key-based authentication, login to Kali once more and enable private-key authentication with this command which removes the comment symbol "#" from the appropriate line in the \texttt{/etc/ssh/sshd_config} configuration file.

\begin{verbatim}
sudo sed -i 's/#PubkeyAuthentication yes/PubkeyAuthentication yes/g' /etc/ssh/sshd_config
\end{verbatim}

Now back on the client host, the user can authenticate to Kali with the private-key.

\footnote{How to Set Up SSH Key Authentication - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZSso17Hal8}
3.2. Enforcing key-based authentication

Once key-based authentication is working well, password-based authentication can be disabled. The following commands disable root login, disable password-based authentication, and restart the SSH service. The commands change the value of the `PermitRootLogin` and `PasswordAuthentication` directives from "yes" to "no", then restart the SSH service to activate the new configuration.

```
sudo sed -i 's/PermitRootLogin yes/PermitRootLogin no/g' /etc/ssh/sshd_config
sudo sed -i 's/#PasswordAuthentication yes/PasswordAuthentication no/g' /etc/ssh/sshd_config
sudo service sshd restart
```

3.3. Connecting to the Ninja Pi

The penetration tester can connect to the Ninja Pi directly over SSH since the customer's firewall will block the SSH service (Figure 8). This option requires the penetration tester to visit the customer network or have the customer provide a VPN connection. Also, the customer must tell the penetration tester the IP address of the Pi and allow the connection through firewalls. This option works well with the private-key authentication discussed earlier.

```
ssh -i kali.ninja-pi-1.id_ed25519 kali@192.168.1.176
```
Figure 8: Direct connection to Ninja Pi over SSH

SSH supports reverse connections that allow the server to create an SSH tunnel to the client. From the client's point of view, this tunnel acts as a direct VPN connection. The client connects back to the server through this tunnel.

Using a reverse SSH connection from the Pi back to the penetration tester avoids the need to know the Pi's IP address, the configuration of a VPN, and ingress firewall rules. However, the penetration testers laptop is most likely behind a router using Network Address Translation (NAT). A direct connection is not practical (Tyson, n.d.). Port forwarding can allow the reverse connection through NAT but does not gracefully support teams of penetration testers working together, a penetration tester working from various locations, or a pen test utilizing multiple Ninja Pi.

An intermediate server solves the remaining issues with the reverse connection (Figure 9).

1. The Pi connects to an intermediate server (Figure 9) that has an IP address on the Internet.
2. The penetration tester(s) log into the intermediate server. Once authenticated, they find the reverse tunnel waiting.
3. The penetration testers open an SSH shell from the intermediate server to the Ninja Pi(s). The remote testers can test from the Pi physically connected to the target network.
3.4. Configuring the tunneled connection

A cloud rental acts as our intermediate server (Figure 9). Two accounts are required.

1. An account for the Ninja Pi to authenticate to the cloud to set up the reverse tunnel (Figure 9 - yellow arrow)

2. Another allowing the penetration tester sitting on the cloud to authenticate to Ninja Pi (Figure 9 - blue arrow inside yellow arrow)

3.5. Connecting Ninja Pi to the cloud server

Some of the following commands are run on the cloud server and others on the Ninja Pi.

- **Red**: Cloud server
- **Blue**: Ninja Pi

On the *cloud server*, these commands creates an account for the Ninja Pi to authenticate to the cloud server and set the password.

```
sudo /usr/sbin/useradd -c "Ninja Pi 1 Cloud Account" -m -s /bin/bash ninja-pi-1
```
sudo /usr/bin/passwd ninja-pi-1

In a bit of foreshadowing, switch to the `ninja-pi-1` account then create the authentication keys that will allow the `ninja-pi-1` account on the cloud server to log into Ninja Pi 1 device.

su -l ninja-pi-1

ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -a 125 -f kali.ninja-pi-1.id_ed25519

The cloud server cannot log into Ninja Pi yet, therefore ssh-copy-id cannot be used to move the cloud account public-key. The public-key created on the cloud server has to be manually copied into the `authorized_keys` file on the Ninja Pi. Copy the key to the `authorized_keys` file for the kali account on Ninja Pi. On the `cloud server`, print the public-key.

cat /home/ninja-pi-1/.ssh/kali.ninja-pi-1.id_ed25519.pub

On the `Ninja Pi`, add this key into the `authorized_keys` file for the kali account.

echo <value of public key> >> /home/kali/.ssh/authorized_keys

A second set of keys is needed to allow the Ninja Pi to log into the `ninja-pi-1` account on the cloud server. While still on the Ninja Pi, create an SSH key pair so the Ninja Pi can log into the `ninja-pi-1` account on the cloud server, then print the public-key.

ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -a 125 -f ninja-pi-1.cloud.id_ed25519

cat /home/kali/.ssh/ninja-pi-1.cloud.id_ed25519.pub

On the `cloud server`, add the public-key to the `authorized_keys` file for the cloud server account `ninja-pi-1`.

echo <value of public key> >> /home/ninja-pi-1/.ssh/authorized_keys

At this point, keys have been created so that the Ninja Pi can start the SSH reverse tunnel to the cloud server. The reverse tunnel lets the pen tester on the cloud server log into the Ninja Pi. The user `kali` on the Ninja Pi can log into the cloud account `ninja-pi-1` to establish the reverse SSH tunnel (Figure 9 - Flow 1). Afterward, the cloud server can leverage the tunnel to log into the Ninja Pi using the `kali` account (Figure 9 - Flow 3).
3.6. Automating the reverse tunnel

When using the reverse tunnel connection method, the Ninja Pi has to connect to the cloud automatically. Also, the Ninja Pi needs a more secure and convenient configuration. The following commands are run on the Ninja Pi to change the *kali* user password, set the hostname on the Ninja Pi, and tell the Ninja Pi the hostname of the cloud server.

```
# Change password for the kali account. At this point, the default password is "kali"
echo kali:<password> | sudo chpasswd -s 50000 -c SHA512

# Set the Ninja Pi hostname to ninja-pi-1
sudo echo "ninja-pi-1" > /etc/hostname

# Overwrite the Ninja Pi hostname in /etc/hosts to ninja-pi-1
sudo sed -i 's/kali/ninja-pi-1/g' /etc/hosts

# Add the cloud server hostname ninja-master in /etc/hosts
sudo echo >> /etc/hosts
sudo echo -e "\<cloud server IP address\>\tninja-master" >> /etc/hosts
```

Kali allows the user to create scheduled jobs to kick off scripts at a time chosen by the user. The following script *connect-to-cloud.sh* automates the connection from Ninja Pi to the cloud server. Notice the script checks if the Ninja Pi is connected to the cloud before setting up the reverse SSH tunnel.

```
# Create file connect-to-cloud.sh to automate connection to Ninja Master cloud server
cat << EOF > connect-to-cloud.sh
#!/bin/bash

USERNAME="ninja-pi-1"
PRIVATE_KEY="/home/kali/.ssh/ninja-pi-1.cloud.id_ed25519"
LOCAL_PORT="22"
REMOTE_PORT="2222"
```
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CLOUD_SERVER_NAME="ninja-master"

if [[ $(ps -ef | grep -c "/usr/bin/ssh -i $PRIVATE_KEY -nNT -R $REMOTE_PORT=localhost:$LOCAL_PORT $USERNAME@$CLOUD_SERVER_NAME") -eq 1 ]]; then
  logger -t $0 "Connecting to $CLOUD_SERVER_NAME as $USERNAME mapping remote port $REMOTE_PORT back to here on local port $LOCAL_PORT"
  logger -t $0 "USERNAME: $USERNAME"
  logger -t $0 "PRIVATE_KEY: $PRIVATE_KEY"
  logger -t $0 "LOCAL_PORT: $LOCAL_PORT"
  logger -t $0 "REMOTE_PORT: $REMOTE_PORT"
  logger -t $0 "CLOUD_SERVER_NAME: $CLOUD_SERVER_NAME"

  /usr/bin/ssh -i $PRIVATE_KEY -nNT -R $REMOTE_PORT=localhost:$LOCAL_PORT $USERNAME@$CLOUD_SERVER_NAME -t $0
  if [[ $? -eq 0 ]]; then
    logger -t $0 "SSH connection succeeded"
  else
    logger -t $0 "Connection did not succeed. Will try again in a minute. SSH connection status code: $?"
    fi
else
  logger -t $0 "Already connected to $CLOUD_SERVER_NAME as $USERNAME"
fi
EOF

# Make the connect to cloud script executable
chmmod u+x /home/kali/connect-to-cloud.sh

With the connect-to-cloud.sh created, the scheduled task is implemented using the Linux cron system\(^1\). This script will be run every minute.

# Allow the kali user to run cron jobs
sudo echo kali > /etc/crontab.allow

# Add a cron job to cron scheduler
sudo echo -e "* * * * *\tkali\t/bin/bash /home/kali/connect-to-cloud.sh" >> /etc/crontab

3.7. Updating Kali OS and installed software

The Advanced Package Toolkit (APT) can keep both the Kali OS and installed software up-to-date (OffSec Services Limited). When an update is requested, APT compares the software installed on the system against a list of available packages then downloads and installs available updates (Debian, 2013).

To update the list of available packages, run command `sudo apt-get update`. Afterward, APT can be instructed to update the OS and installed software with `sudo apt-get dist-upgrade -y`. Once updates are complete, the `sudo apt-get autoremove` and `sudo apt-get clean -y` commands can uninstall unneeded software and remove the installation packages to save space. The following script creates a file, update-kali.sh, to automate this process.

#Create file update-kali.sh to update Kali OS

```bash
#!/bin/bash
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get dist-upgrade -y
sudo apt-get autoremove
```

\(^1\) [https://opensource.com/article/17/11/how-use-cron-linux](https://opensource.com/article/17/11/how-use-cron-linux)
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```bash
sudo apt-get clean -y
EOF

# Make the update kali script executable
chmod u+x ~/update-kali.sh
```

The file is created in the `kali` user's "home" directory. Run the `update-kali.sh` script to update software and operating system.

`~/update-kali.sh`

4. Conclusion

Remote penetration testing offers advantages for customers and penetration testers alike, but some penetration testing tasks require a physical presence on the network. A Ninja Pi drop box fills this gap by providing the penetration tester remote access to the customer network.

A few different platforms offer the power and reliability needed in a small, lightweight platform. One such system is the Raspberry Pi 4. The Pi can be partnered with heat-dissipating components, the Kali Linux operating system, and private-key authentication to create a secure, dependable penetration testing system.

The customer may allow direct connection to the Pi through a VPN. If not, a reverse SSH connection to intermediate cloud servers provides a flexible alternative. Multiple penetration testing team members can utilize multiple Ninja Pis over secure SSH tunnels. Short scripts maintain the reverse SSH tunnels even when disconnected.

These Ninja Pis offer the best of both worlds. The boxes are an on-site testing platform that supports many different types of security tests while letting the penetration testing team operate remotely.

12 /home/kali/update-kali.sh
## Appendix A: Video Tutorials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tutorial</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How to Install Raspberry OS on Raspberry Pi 4</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_myQfxe534">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_myQfxe534</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to install Kali Linux on Raspberry Pi 4</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQofad1fTz8">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQofad1fTz8</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Update Bootloader EEPROM - Raspberry Pi</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6EUplRPF5s">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6EUplRPF5s</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Set Up SSH Key Authentication</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZSso17Hal8">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZSso17Hal8</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APAC ICS Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>Singapore, SG</td>
<td>Nov 13, 2020 - Nov 21, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Community CTF</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 19, 2020 - Nov 20, 2020</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Wellington 2020</td>
<td>Wellington, NZ</td>
<td>Nov 30, 2020 - Dec 12, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>OnlineUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS SelfStudy</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>